IMPROVE FUNCTION,
INCREASE LONGEVITY.

Press Rebuild Service
Summer 2021

WHY REBUILD YOUR
PRESS?

Over time and the many cycles your press sees, the machined steel of
press components begins to wear away. Eventually the floor and walls of
the Compress Chamber become uneven leading to strain on moving
devices like the Compress and Eject Plungers (pictured). Uneven
movement can lead to excessive wear in unnecessary loads that can
buckle device structures, the repair is arduous. Excessive wear on the
chamber walls, when left too long can encroach right onto the chamber
structure including the hardware. This will begin to reduce the integrity
of the structure and can lead to severe damage during operation.
Inspection and a rebuild of the core and its components, allows for
reduced stoppages in the future and increases the lifespan of your
Hunterwood equipment. Our most productive customers will replace
basic core components and rebuild between 1.5 and 2 million press
cycles or every 24-30 months, focusing on maintained product quality!

STANDARD REBUILD
Areas of Focus
The major core components that can require attention are: the Top and
Bottom Frames and both their wear plates; the End Wall and it’s wear
plate; Shear wall; Poisson wall; Eject Chamber floor; Eject and Eject Gate
plastics; as well as the Compress Plunger Plastics; and the important
Sharkfin; all new hardware is highly recommended after sufficient press
run time.
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COMPREHENSIVE REBUILD
The Hunterwood Comprehensive Press Rebuild, things for your
consideration. The Comprehensive core rebuild goes above and beyond

the basic wear parts of your machines core. Since a press rebuild can take a
couple weeks to execute, it can be a good idea to address issues on other
auxiliary and hydraulic components within the area. These fixes all add to the
overall improvement of the press and its performance and add to the
longevity of the machine.

Additional items we recommend customers addressing during
the rebuild:
The Press Core:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Eject Plunger
Plastics with Lengthy Replacement Wear Times
Upgraded Roller Load Roof
Upgraded Version of the Eject Chamber
New Compress Plunger or Resurfacing
Upgrade Pump Stacks with Overhauled Pumps.
Overhaul Main Pump Manifolds for Worn Parts
(i.e. seals/o-rings)

● Check Cylinder Manifold for Worn Parts
(i.e.seal/o-rings, other worn components)

● Overhaul Leaking Valve Banks
● Other Components Specified from a Hydraulic and
Mechanical Inspection.

Technical Assistance. Hunterwood Technologies will provide you with the

assistance needed to make the rebuild happen efficiently, ensuring a quick
start-up with an easy transition to operations. We provide skilled technicians
for all aspects of the rebuild from one, to two, or a team of staff to handle the
process. This can be catered to your needs and budget, to complete the
rebuild with piece of mind. Hunterwood can provide a free inspection of the
target areas of your equipment, to outline any parts replacement needs and
press core wear. We are ready to help! To find out more about technical
support for the rebuild please contact sales@hunterwood.com or
service@hunterwood.com.

COST SUMMARY – STANDARD REBUILD
ITEM

PRICE*

Shear Wall

$2,600.00

Poisson Wall

$5,600.00

Sharkfin & Plastics

$1,500.00

Bottom Wear Plate

$5,000.00

Endwall Wear Plate

$700.00

Eject Chamber Floor

$4,000.00

Eject Plunger Plastics

$1,250.00

Eject Gate

$5,400.00

Compress Chamber Hardware

$2,500.00

Total

$28,550.00

*Note costs are subject to change depending on press orientation and age. Components can be added or
removed during the quoting process by the customer. Cost is for a standardized FC10,000

COST SUMMARY – COMPREHENSIVE
REBUILD
ITEM

PRICE*

Shear Wall

$2,600.00

Poisson Wall

$5,600.00

Sharkfin & Plastics

$1,500.00

Top Frame

$23,000.00

Top Frame Wear Plate

$5,000.000

Bottom Wear Plate

$5,000.00

Endwall Wear Plate

$700.00

Eject Chamber

$7,800.00

Eject Gate

$5,400.00

Eject Plunger

$6,750.00

New Compress Plunger

$30,500.00

Roller Load Roof Upgrade

$15,500.00

Compress Chamber Plastics

$2,500.00

Total

$111,850.00

*Note costs are subject to change depending on press orientation and age. Components can be added or
removed during the quoting process by the customer. Cost is for a standardized FC10,000

Maintenance Program
Stay On Track, Get Ahead, Stay Ahead.
What is it?
The Hunterwood Technologies Maintenance Program consists of multiple prescheduled technician visits per year.*

Why Do You Need It?
STAY ON TRACK – Convenience
Stay up to date with service schedule, preferred
appointments, organized for you.
GET AHEAD – Asset protection
Give your presses preventative attention
to help save difficulties down the road.
STAY AHEAD – Cost Savings
Keep repair bills and downtime to a minimum,
with regular care of your Hunterwood equipment.

What does it include?
Your first maintenance visit by a Hunterwood trained technician will
include:
DAY 1 - Initial inspection of the press while in operation and the
creation of a baseline report. Estimated time of inspection: ½ day**
Initial inspection of press in non-operating mode and the creation of a
baseline report. Estimated time of inspection and creation of priority
maintenance list: ½ day**

DAY 2 – Technician to begin maintenance items on priority list. Finish with

report on list progress, parts necessary for next visit and detailed list of
maintenance to be done on second visit.

Subsequent visits each will include:
DAY 1 – Hunterwood technician will arrive with appropriate tools and
parts and work through the priority maintenance list from the previous
visit. Estimated time allowed: 1 day***
DAY 2 – Finish priority list, complete the scheduled maintenance and
perform a subsequent minor inspection. Creation and review of a new
report of next appointment priority work.
* Payable upon registration. ** A half day is calculated as up to five hours. *** A full workday is calculated to be up to 10 hours.

WITH OUR SUPPORT
NETWORK
NO CHALLENGE IS
TOO GREAT.

LOCAL ASSISTANCE WITH
GLOBAL REACH
Local expert service technicians are on
hand to assist you at every stage of the process, from site review and installation, to testing
and commissioning. They are supported by a large system of service specialists, engineers,
parts distribution , and are experienced in offering solutions to fit any operational need.
Technical service technicians always have the most up-to-date skills and equipment, with
additional resources available as needed.

PARTS DISTRIBUTION
All Hunterwood service and support
resources are managed through a
streamlined point of contact. Through
our parts distribution centers in Canada and the USA, essential wear and maintenance parts
can be sourced and delivered in a speedy manner to your location, ensuring your equipment
has the least amount of down time possible.

ABOUT US
Established in 1994, the founders of Hunterwood Technologies believed they could
design and manufacture automated agricultural equipment that would bring benefit to
growing agricultural industries. Hunterwood entered into business through the
development of automated hay compression systems. By taking an innovative and
engineered approach to the design and fabrication of each component on every system
Hunterwood was able to capture the functional needs of high-output bale compression
and launch into the global hay export market.
Hunterwood has grown into a complete industrial fabrication and agricultural equipment
manufacturer based in Cochrane, Alberta. All products are designed and manufactured to
the highest production standards to meet our customers needs. Hunterwood equipment
offers efficiency, quality and increased productivity.
Operating now for over 25 years, Hunterwood continues to provide customers with
optimal custom solutions that will achieve production targets and will generate clear
competitive advantage. With Hunterwood Technologies, you get a quality guarantee,
superior service and technical support, and a preferred partner.

International
Service
Delivery

3,000,000+
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Hunterwood Technologies
250 Charlesworth Avenue
Cochrane, AB., Canada, T4C 1B6
1.403.932.7767
sales@hunterwood.com
service@hunterwood.com
www.hunterwood.com

